ABSTRACT

This
paper describes a set of interactive routines that can be used to create, maintain, and update a computer lexicon.
The routines are available to the user as a set of commands resembling a simple operating system.
The lexicon produced by this system is based on lexical-semantic relations, but is compatible with a variety of other models of lexicon structure.
The lexicon builder is suitable for the generation of moderate-sized vocabularies and has been used to construct a lexicon for a small medical expert system. A future version of the lexicon builder will create a much larger lexicon by parsing definitions from machine-readable dictionaries.
INTRODUCTION
Natural language processing systems need much larger lexicons than those available today.
Furthermore, a good computer lexicon with semantic as well as syntactic information is elaborate and hard to construct. We have created a program which enables its user to interactively build and extend a lexicon. The program sets up a user environment similar to a simple interactive operating system; in this environment lexical entries can be produced through a small set of commands, combined with prompts specified by the user for the desired kind of lexicon. 
LEXICAL-SENANTIC RELATIONS
The semantic component of the lexicon produced by this system consists principally of a network of lexical-semantic relations.
That is, the meaning of a word in the lexicon is indicated as far as possible by its relationships with other words.
These relations often have semantic content themselves and thus contribute to the definition of the words they link.
The two most familiar such relations are synonymy and antonymy, but others are interesting and important. For instance, to take an example from the vocabulary of stroke reports, the carotid is a kind of artery and an artery is a kind of blood Vessel.
This "is a kind of" relation is taxonomy.
We express the taxonomic relations of "carotid', "artery to infer that when aphasia is present, the diagnostician should check for the posslbility of damage to Broca's area (as well as to any other body part which has speech as a function). A predicate calculus definition. For example, for the most common sense of the verb "promise', the predicate calculus definition is expressed as promiseix,y,z) = say(x,w,z) _eventiy) => w = will happen(y) _thing(y) => w = will receive(z,y)
or, in freer form, ix promises y to z} = ix says w to z) where w = (y will happen) if y is an event (z will receive y) if y is a physical object. This is entered by the user. (5) the text of a prompt. ADDENTRY uses this prompt when querying the user for the occurrence of relational arcs involving this relation.
For instance, if we are entering the word "promise" and our application uses the taxonomy relation, we might choose a short prompt, in which case the query for taxonomy might take the form "promise" T:
[user enters word2 here] or we could use something more explicit:
"promise" is a kind of:
Users familiar with lexical-semantic relations might prefer the shorter mnemonic prompt, whereas other users might prefer a prompt that better expressed the significance of the relation.
THE AUTOMATIC LEXICON BUILDER
Building a very large lexicon
There are numerous logistical problems in implementing the sort of very large lexicon that would result from analysis of an entire dictionary, as the work of Amsler and White (1979) or Kelly and Stone (1975) shows. Integrating the lexicon builder with the LSP, and writing preprocessors for dictionary data, will also be big jobs.
Fully The T list would be a linked list of words connected to wordl by the T relation; its structure would be identical to the present relation list except that its nodes would be lexical entry pointers instead of relations.
Each of these lexical entry pointers would, like the relation nodes in the existing implementation, point to a linked list of word2s.
The word2s in the T list would be connected to the T words by an inverse-modification relation ('M) and the word2s in the M list would be connected to the M words by inverse taxonomy ('T).
2.
Preprocessors to convert preexisting data to the standard form. The preprocessor need not be intelligent; its job is to identify and decode part-ofspeech and other such information, separating this from the definition proper.
Part of the preprocessing phase is to generate a "dictionary" for the LSP. This dictionary need only contain partof-speech information for all the words that will be used in definitions; other information such as part-of-speech subclass and selection restrictions is helpful but not necessary.
Sager and her associates (198B) have created programs to do this.
3.
Batch and interactive input modules.
The batch input reads a data file in standard form, perhaps optionally noting where further information would be especially desirable.
The interactive input is preserved from the interactive version of the system and allows the user to "improve" on dictionary data as well as to observe the results of the dictionary parse.
4.
Definition analyzer. In this module, the LSP will parse the definition to produce a parse tree. which will then be converted into an MTQ network to be linked into the overall lexical network.
Entry generator.
This module, like the preprocessor, can be tailored to the user's needs.
SU~X
A program has been written that enables a user interested in creating a lexicon for natural language processing to generate lexical entries interactively and link them automatically to other lexical entries through lexical-semantic relations. The program provides a small set of commands that allow the user to create, modify, delete, and display lexical entries, among other operations.
The immediate motivation for the program was to produce a relational lexicon for text generation of clinical reports by a diagnostic expert system. It is now being used for that purpose. It can equally well be used in any other sublanguage environment; in addition, it is intended to be compatible, as far as possible, with models of lexicon structure other than the relational model on which it is based.
The interactive lexicon builder is further intended as the starting point for a fully automatic lexicon building program which will create a large, general purpose relational lexicon from machine readable dictionary text, using a slightly modified form of Werner's Modification-TaxonomyQueueing relational model. The Interface Through Language, Ablex.
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